Job Opportunity

Full-time Faculty Position Available

The Department of Foreign Languages at National Chiayi University is seeking a suitable faculty member holding assistant professorship or a higher rank. The employment starts on February 1, 2013.

Qualifications
Candidates have to be a doctoral degree holder and major in one of the following areas: (1) translation and/or interpretation, (2) speech communication, or rhetoric and technical/professional communication, (3) applied linguistics.

Procedures
1. Any interested candidates have to submit the following documents or materials for consideration of employment.
   --CV in Chinese and English
   --autobiography in Chinese and English
   --diplomas and transcripts at the master’s and doctoral levels
   --abstract of doctoral dissertation or thesis
   --publication list in the past five years
   --published works in the past five years (off prints or photocopies acceptable)
   --course descriptions of subjects the candidate is inclined to teach
   --two recommendation letters with contact details of the referees
   --any other recognized certificates or documents favorable toward the employment

2. Please send the above documents or materials as a registered mail or package to the following address by or before November 15, 2012. Indicate on the envelop the category of employment applied for and the specialization and contact avenues of the applicant.
   Department of Foreign Languages, National Chiayi University (Minhsiung Campus)
   85 Weinlung Village, Minhsiung Township, Chiayi County, Taiwan 621

3. Candidates who have received graduate level diplomas from higher education institutions in foreign countries have to submit document(s) of degree certificate
validation. Refer to the website of the Ministry of Education in Taiwan at http://english.moe.gov.tw/ for more details about related requirements.

4. Shortlisted candidates will be invited to attend an interview.

**Contact Details**
Further inquiries can be made with Chair Kelly Yuh-Yun Yen or Ms. Jia-an Lin by sending e-mails to dfl@mail.ncyu.edu.tw or by dialing 886-5-226-3411, ext. 2151. For more information about the department, please access http://www.ncyu.edu.tw/dfl/.